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19th Century French  Empire Chandelier With An Angel Gilt Bronze And Dark Green Antique Bronze

1 750 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Bronze

Diameter : 63

Height : 90

https://www.proantic.com/en/1007356-19th-century-french-e

mpire-chandelier-with-an-angel-gilt-bronze-and-dark-green-an

tique-.html

Dealer

Patrick Etienne Antiquités
Lights shipped worldwide 

Tel : 0621090810

Ancenis 44150

Description

In this sale a wonderful antique Empire French

chandelier with 6 birds carrying the candle lights

and an angel on the center.

Two colors of bronze, very nicely carved, dark

bronze for the birds and gilded bronze for the

other parts.

Datation 19th century 

Size of the chandelier 24"3/4 (63cm) diameter

and 35"1/2 (90cm) tall

You can hang the chandelier as it is on the photos

or you can add a chain for higher ceiling. We can

do this.

We can also reduce the actual size to adapt if



needed.

Condition:

Perfect working condition

No part missing.

Gilded and dark green bronze parts are in very

nice condition.

Some very light use on tole parts in the center of

the chandelier, but gives fantastic patina in my

opinion, please look at the photos to have more

than a description.

The original candles are made of wood, some use

on the surface and a little ding on one that you

can't see when the chandelier is on the ceiling. 

The sockets are made of wood and brass and are

in very good condition. 

Please note that the wiring is ready to be used in

USA, nothing to do, for other countries please ask

before bidding. 

This is a high quality handcrafted antique

chandelier, nicely carved bronze and heavy, not a

poor late product.

This is not a copy or reproduction or modified but

an original antique.

This item comes from our région where we live

called vallée de la Loire, a place where you find

hundreds historic castels (Les Châteaux de la

Vallé de la Loire) from 12th to 19th century and

many old manors. The chandelier comes from a

19th century manor in the countryside close to the

city of Angers, 50km from here. I travel on the

road to find for you the most lovely antiques you

would like to have in your home.

Please note that the chandelier comes without

bulbs. The 6 flame bulbs needed are E14, easy to

find 110V to 220/240V E14 bulbs on internet or

in your local electricity shop.



Shipping worldwide, please ask for a quote

All our items are professionally double boxed,

full insured, real time tracking, sent through First

Class French Post Service


